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ABSTRACT

In these modern times, there has been a remarkable change in the field of Home Automation due to
the advent of developed voice recognition technologies. This voice controlled home lighting system is designed with the
base of smart automation.These systems are designed to be integrated in the existing infrastructure of any home
without major changes in the existing infrastructure. This system is designed keeping elderly and physically challenged
person in mind, making it easy for them to control the lighting at their home. In addition to voice control, the system can
also be controlled through a person’s mobile device. Home owners can control the lighting in different parts of their
home wireless both at home and remotely. So in this project, our aim is to design and implement a voice recognition
wireless based room automation system to enable the bigger public to access smart homes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As the technology is advancing the automation in
various fields can easily be seen. With every
passing day, the effort for doing the daily routine
work is decreasing, and it’s necessary for the busy
schedules the people are having as well as for the
cost effectiveness. Similarly, for the physically
handicapped or elderly the mobility is quite a
difficult task and they always need some
assistance for doing various tasks. In recent years
there have been various researches and
developmental work in the domain of voice
recognition and room automation. This system is
designed to incorporate both these domains to
come up with Voice Recognition Based Wireless
Room Automation System. This system also
enables for people with a speech disability to
enjoy home automation by the help of typing
commands into their mobile phones or tablets.
The system consists of a microcontroller
(NODEMCU ESP82660), Relay module, AC to DC
Adapter (15 volt)
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
In [1] Basic idea is to to enable centralize
controlling over distant household appliances
using Kinect V2 as voice receiver and trained a
computer system to identify set of voice
commands. Major technologies used are Microsoft
Kinect V2; home automation; speech Recognition,
device control and voice control.
In [2] idea is to aid persons with disabilities,
concentrating on quadriplegia , paraplegia, or
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cerebral palsy. It uses a Microprocessor, X-IO
Home Automation Remote Control, Voice
Activation System and basic programming starts
with ECS. And cost of the voice-activated ECS is an
order of magnitude less than that of a laptop
computer.
In [3] To increase the importance and reinforce
the fitness of elders, assisting a home care system
can be an effective way that provides
comprehensive nursing and monitoring them in
the regular intervals. The system also has realtime activity and monitors the health care of the
elderly citizens like heart rate and body
temperature. The major concern is given to voice,
gesture, home appliances and health conditions of
the elders.
In [4] A fully autonomous home, giving the user
the full control over the appliances. It also makes
the lifestyle of the working class easy and efficient
by providing cost effectiveness. The system design
consists of Arduino Uno; which is the main
controller and technologies as HC-0; AMR Voice;
Bluetooth Control.
In [5] idea is an Automatic lighting and control
using Arduino for the efficient use of energy in
Class room condition where classrooms are
divided into grids. It overcomes the problem of
forgetting to turn off the lights of the classroom.
Remote command execution to system using
mobile App via Bluetooth to control lighting based
on voice command is provided. The technologies
used are GSM, Arduino, and Android.
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In [6] it aims at providing better experience of
smart home and further to improve the life
equality. IFlyTek SDK is the technique to validate
the input voice. Technologies used are Smart
Home; iOS; Voice control; MVC mode; Wi-Fi.
In [7] It focuses on development of home
appliances based on voice command using
Android. It uses Google application as voice
recognition. The GUI is used for controlling using
voice command after connecting application to
Bluetooth via Smartphone.
In [8] paper discusses the speech recognition and
its application in control mechanism. After speech
recognition, the code related to spoken keyword is
transferred to 8051 microcontroller and it works
accordingly. Technologies used are speech
processing through MATLAB; frequency warping;
8051
microcontroller
application;
serial
communication; pattern recognition; data
acquisition system.
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The core of the project is the Arduino board that
drives the switch for the light and the IFTTT
service which helps translate the Google Assistant
directives into actionable, real-world events.
Arduino board designs make use of various
microprocessors and controllers. The board
contains sets of digital and analogue input/output
(I/O) pins that may be interfaced to various
expansion boards or Breadboards (shields) and
other circuits. The boards include serial
communications interfaces, like Universal Serial
Bus (USB) on some models, which can also be
used for loading programs from personal
computers. The microcontrollers are generally
programmed
using
features
from
the
programming languages C and C++. The Arduino
project not only provides traditional compiler tool
chains, but also an integrated development
environment (IDE) based on the Processing
language project.
IFTTT(If This Then That), is an available to all
without cost, web-based service which creates
chains of simple conditional statements, called
applets. An applet gets triggered when changes
occur within other web services such as Gmail,
Facebook, Telegram, Instagram, or Pinterest. For
example, an applet may be configured to send an
e-mail message if the user tweets using a specific
hashtag, or copy a photo on Facebook to a user's
archive after being tagged in a photo. Apart from
the web, the service is also available on iOS and
Android platforms. In February 2015, IFTTT
released a new suite of apps called Do which lets
users create shortcut applications and actions, and
renamed the original application to IF. As
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observed in 2015, IFTTT users created about 20
million recipes each day. All of the functionalities
of the Do suite of apps have now been integrated
into a redesigned IFTTT app. The flow of the
project is from the user via the handheld mobile
device to the end goal of switching on the light.
The user uses the Google Assistant app which
translates the speech into actionable content. We
could have used any speech translation
framework like IBM Watson or AWS, but Google
being intrinsic with Android seemed to be a better
choice. The content then is passed to the IFTTT
app which notes the synthesized text and
correlates it to a command for the Arduino board.
The Arduino board, which has the logic coded in
Embedded C then proceeds to drive the relay to
switch on or off the light in question. Thus we may
see the flow of the system, especially the
command chain and the overview of the project.
(Figure 1)

Figure 1. System Architecture
IV. RESULT ANALYSIS
For testing the mechanism we require our IFTTT
app to be connected to Amazon Alexa, a voice
controlled Artificial Intelligence device. When
given the command "Trigger ON", Alexa sends the
signal to the IFTTT app which connects the
command to the corresponding embedded C code
saved in the Arduino IDE on IO.ADAFRUIT server.
The setup is displayed in Figure 2.
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The
code
is
implemented
and
the
microncontroller( NODEMCU ESP8266) readd the
command to implement the action linked to the
specific command. In this case, the bulb turns ON.
(Figure 3)

was not able to recognize the speech. Therefore,
that reveals that this tool is not fully reliable, and
the uptake or development of a more reliable
speech recognition tool may be considered.
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We give another command, "TRIGGER OFF", which
leads to the bulb switching off. (Figure 4)
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Figure 4. Switch OFF
V. CONCLUSION
As the world population is becoming older, the
need to develop systems to assist elderly and
disabled citizens is crucial. The project discussed
in this paper suggests the development of a voice
command system based on the Offline Google
Speech Recognition Engine. For that,
it was
developed a cellphone Android application
working along with an Arduino Uno board. The
proposed system was tested and the findings
suggest that the system works reasonably well,
although some improvements shall be taken in
regard with the voice command recognition tool.
In some instances, the Google Speech Recognition
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